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Secure Transmission of Delay-Sensitive Data over
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Abstract—In this paper, throughput and energy efficiency of
secure wireless transmission of delay sensitive data generated
by random sources is studied. A fading broadcast model in
which the transmitter sends confidential and common messages
to two receivers is considered. It is assumed that the common and
confidential data, generated from Markovian sources, is stored
in buffers prior to transmission, and the transmitter operates
under constraints on buffer/delay violation probability. Under
such statistical quality of service (QoS) constraints, effective
capacity of time-varying wireless transmissions and effective
bandwidth of Markovian sources are employed to determine the
throughput. In particular, secrecy capacity is used to describe
the service rate of buffers containing confidential messages.
Moreover, energy per bit is used as the energy efficiency metric
and energy efficiency is studied in the low signal-to-noise (SNR)
regime. Specifically, minimum energy per bit required for the
reliable communication of common and confidential messages
is determined and wideband slope expressions are identified.
The impact of buffer/delay constraints, correlation between
channels, source characteristics/burstiness, channel knowledge at
the transmitter, power allocation, and secrecy requirements on
the throughput and energy efficiency of common and confidential
message transmissions is identified.
Index Terms—Common and confidential messages, effective
bandwidth, effective capacity, energy efficiency, fading broad-
cast channel, Markovian arrivals, secrecy capacity, statistical
buffer/delay QoS constraints, throughput.
I. INTRODUCTION
Inherent broadcast nature of wireless transmissions results in
their susceptibility to eavesdropping, which makes security one
of the critical considerations in wireless networks. One way
to address the security problem is by exploiting the attributes
of the wireless physical layer. From an information-theoretic
perspective, Wyner in [1] laid the theoretical foundations of
physical-layer security by introducing the wiretap channel
wherein the eavesdropper receives a degraded version of the
signal received by the legitimate user. In this model, secure
communication becomes possible without any shared secret
key. As a performance metric, secrecy capacity is defined as
the supremum of the achievable communication rates from the
transmitter to the legitimate user while the wiretapper is kept
ignorant of the information being sent. An extension to a more
general wiretap channel model is considered in [2] where the
secrecy capacity is derived for nondegraded broadcast channels
with confidential messages.
In addition to security considerations, energy efficiency in
wireless systems has also been studied intensively in order
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to address energy costs and environmental concerns [3]. The
importance of energy-efficient operation has further increased
with the unprecedented growth both in mobile data traffic and
in the number of mobile devices and networks in recent years.
Hence, it is imperative to understand the fundamental per-
formance limits in terms of throughput and energy efficiency
in order to utilize the energy/power resources that are scarce
especially in mobile scenarios.
Moreover, it is also important to note that while establishing
secure links and utilizing the limited resources are critical,
yet another concern is that certain quality-of-service (QoS)
guarantees need to be provided particularly for delay-sensitive
data traffic. For instance, in a number of applications such as
voice over IP (VoIP), multimedia streaming, interactive video,
and online gaming, constraints on delay, packet loss, or buffer
overflow probabilities are imposed in the system design so that
the end-users experience satisfactory performance levels. In
this setting, effective QoS provisioning for delay-sensitive data
traffic depends on the accuracy of the source traffic models.
For instance, voice traffic can be modeled as an ON/OFF
Markov process, and for variable bit-rate video traffic, autore-
gressive, Markovian, or Markov-modulated processes can be
used [4].
With the above-mentioned motivations, our primary goal in
this paper is to identify the throughput and energy efficiency
of secure wireless transmissions in the presence of statistical
QoS requirements of delay-sensitive data traffic generated by
random sources.
A. Literature Overview
As noted above, addressing security considerations is es-
sential in wireless communication networks due to the ease
in eavesdropping of wireless transmissions. With this mo-
tivation, information-theoretic security has been extensively
investigated. For instance, in [6] and [7] wiretap channels
with fading have been studied whereas authors in [8] and [9]
incorporated the multiple antenna settings to wiretap channels.
Furthermore, the energy efficiency of secure and reliable
communication schemes have been addressed in several recent
studies. The work in [11] addressed secure communication in
the low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) regime and identified the
minimum energy per secret bit and the wideband slope (which
are two key performance metrics in the low SNR regime
[10]). Motivated similarly by energy efficiency requirements,
Comaniciu and Poor in [12] investigated the security-energy
tradeoff from an information theoretic perspective. Zhang et
al. in [13] studied three-node MIMO wiretap channels in
order to design an energy efficient precoder. Ng et al. in [14]
considered secure OFDMA systems and addressed the energy
efficient resource allocation problem. Kalantari et al. in [15]
investigated the power control in wiretap interference channels
where users either work together or act as selfish nodes.
Similar to our motivation, Chen and Lei in [16] took energy
efficiency, security and QoS guarantees into account jointly
and worked on maximizing the secrecy energy efficiency while
having constraints on delay. In [17] and [18], Zhu et al.
investigated the cross layer scheduling of OFDMA networks
with both open and private data transmissions. In [19], two
medium-access protocols were proposed and the mean service
rate, the source’s data queue and the secret keys queue was
analyzed. Shafie and Al-Dhahir [20] proposed a network
scheme that consists of a source node and a destination in
the presence of buffer aided relay node and an eavesdropper,
while taking the data burstiness of source and energy recycling
process at the relay into account. In [21], secure and stable
throughput region is investigated by employing beamforming
based cooperative jamming that depends on the channel side
information available at the transmitter. In [22], authors as-
sumed that only the distribution of eavesdropper is known at
the transmitter and studied the problem that maximizes the
long-term data admission rate while having constraints on the
secrecy outage and stability of the data queue. Khalil et al. in
[23] derived upper and lower bounds on the secrecy capacity
of the flat fading channel with limitations on delay. For more
details regarding the advances in this rich field of physical-
layer security in wireless communications, we refer to surveys
and overviews provided in [24]–[30].
As a theory to address the delay and other deterministic
service guarantees, network calculus has been introduced by
Cruz in early 1990s [31], [32]. Thereafter, Chang in [33]
introduced the theory of effective bandwidth of a time-varying
source as a stochastic version of the network calculus [34],
[35]. Effective bandwidth theory identified the performance
and resource requirements in the presence of statistical QoS
constraints which are imposed as limitations on buffer/delay
violation probabilities. Effective bandwidths of various source
models have been studied in the literature. For instance,
Elwalid and Mitra in [36] investigated the effective bandwidth
of Markovian traffic sources while Markov fluids, Markov-
modulated Poisson sources, and general stationary sources
were addressed in [37] and [38].
In addition to time varying source characteristics, the chan-
nel characteristics vary with time in wireless communications.
Hence, in wireless models, accurate characterization of the
throughput rely on the understanding of the queueing system
operating with time-varying service and arrival rates. Wu and
Negi defined the effective capacity [39] as the maximum
constant arrival rate that can be supported by time-varying
transmission rates. Effective capacity is essentially described
as a dual concept to effective bandwidth by applying the
theory of effective bandwidth to a model with a time-varying
channel capacity and regarding the channel service process as
a random source with negative rate. Effective capacity has been
employed in determining the performance of wireless systems
under QoS constraints (see e.g., [41]–[44] and references
therein). We have analyzed secrecy effective capacity and
optimal power control in [45], and energy efficiency under
queueing and secrecy constraints in [46], considering only
constant-arrival rates.
B. Contributions
As noted above, wireless physical-layer security has recently
been intensively studied. On the other hand, energy costs of
security, the tradeoff between energy efficiency and secrecy,
and analysis of secure wireless transmissions in the presence
of random arrivals and delay/buffer constraints have been
addressed up to a lesser degree. Indeed, to the best of our
knowledge, most recent studies addressed average delay and
stability requirements in this context, and not considered sta-
tistical queueing constraints, such as buffer overflow and delay
violation limitations, which are frequently imposed especially
in real-time applications. Motivated by these, we study the
secure communication of delay-sensitive data traffic generated
from Markovian sources (e.g., discrete-time Markov, Markov
fluid, discrete-time and continuous-time Markov modulated
Poisson sources) and investigate the fundamental performance
limits of secure throughput and energy efficiency under sta-
tistical buffer/delay violation constraints. In particular, we can
list the contributions of this paper as follows:
• Considering two-state (ON/OFF) Markovian source mod-
els, throughput expressions for common and confidential
messages in terms of source statistics, effective capacity
of wireless transmissions of common and confidential
messages, and QoS exponent θ are provided.
• Energy efficiency metrics, namely the minimum energy
per bit and wideband slope, are identified for discrete-
time Markov, Markov fluid, and Markov-modulated Pois-
son arrival models again in terms of important system,
channel, and source parameters.
• The effect of source randomness, channel correlation,
secrecy requirements, buffer/delay QoS constraints on the
performance metrics are identified for both common and
confidential messages from both analytical characteriza-
tions and numerical results.
• Throughput and energy efficiency metrics are obtained
when the transmitter knows the channel statistics but not
the realizations of the channel fading, and therefore sends
the confidential data at a fixed rate.
II. CHANNEL MODEL
As depicted in Figure 1, we consider a fading broadcast
channel in which a transmitter sends common and confidential
messages to two receivers. Messages are stored in buffers
before being transmitted. Specifically, confidential messages
intended for receiver 1 and receiver 2 are kept in buffers
labeled 1 and 2, respectively, as shown in Fig. 1, and common
messages are stored in buffer 0. Since delay-sensitive data traf-
fic is considered, statistical queueing constraints are imposed
in order to limit buffer overflows and delay violations. We
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Fig. 1. Two-receiver broadcast channel model.
assume flat-fading between the transmitter and receivers. The
channel input-output relation can be expressed as
yj = hjx+ nj for j = 1, 2 (1)
where x is the channel input and yj is the output at the j
th
receiver for j ∈ {1, 2}. Input signal includes both confidential
and common messages. Average transmitted signal energy
is E{|x|2} = E . Moreover, in (1), hi denotes the fading
coefficient in the channel between the transmitter and receiver
j. Finally, nj denotes the zero-mean, circularly-symmetric,
complex Gaussian background noise at receiver j with vari-
ance E{|nj|2} = N0. Hence, the input signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR) is
SNR =
E{|x|2}
E{|nj|2} =
E
N0
j = 1, 2. (2)
While fading coefficients can have arbitrary distributions with
finite energies, we assume that block-fading is experienced.
Hence, the realizations of the fading coefficients stay fixed
for a block of symbols and change independently for the next
block.
III. PRELIMINARIES
In this section, we describe the preliminary concepts em-
ployed in our subsequent analysis of secure throughput and
energy efficiency in the presence of Markov arrivals and
statistical queueing constraints.
A. Effective Bandwidth of Markovian Arrivals
Effective bandwidth characterizes the minimum constant
transmission rate required to support the given random data
arrival process while satisfying statistical queueing constraints
on buffer overflows and delay violations. In this paper, we
assume that the data to be sent is generated from Markovian
sources and, as noted above, is initially stored in a buffer
before transmission. Statistical constraints are imposed on the
buffer length. In particular, we assume that the buffer overflow
probability satisfies
lim
q→∞
log Pr{Q ≥ q}
q
= −θ (3)
where Q denotes the stationary queue length, and θ is the
decay rate of the tail distribution of the queue length. The
above limiting formula implies that for large qmax, we have
Pr{Q ≥ qmax} ≈ e−θqmax . A closer approximation is [39]
Pr{Q ≥ q} ≈ ςe−θq (4)
where ς = Pr{Q > 0} is the probability of non-empty buffer.
Hence, for a sufficiently large threshold, the buffer overflow
probability decays exponentially with rate controlled by the
QoS exponent θ. Note that as θ increases, stricter queueing or
QoS limitations are imposed.
Conversely, for a given buffer threshold q and overflow
probability limit ǫ = Pr{Q ≥ q}, the desired value of θ can
be determined as
θ =
1
q
loge
ς
ǫ
. (5)
In the given setting, the delay violation probability is also
characterized to decay exponentially and is approximated by
[40]
Pr{D ≥ d} ≈ ςe−θa∗(θ)d (6)
where D is the queueing delay in the buffer at steady state, d
is the delay threshold, and a∗(θ) is the effective bandwidth of
the arrival process, described below.
Let {a(k), k = 1, 2, . . .} be a sequence of nonnega-
tive random variables, describing the random arrival rates.
Also let the time-accumulated arrival process be denoted by
A(t) =
∑t
k=1 a(k). Then, the effective bandwidth is given
by the asymptotic logarithmic moment generating function of
A(t) [33], i.e.,
a(θ) = lim
t→∞
1
θt
logE
{
eθA(t)
}
. (7)
We consider four types of Markovian sources, namely
discrete-time Markov source, Markov fluid source, discrete-
time Markov-modulated Poisson source and continuous-time
Markov-modulated Poisson source. We mainly concentrate
on a simple two-state (ON-OFF) model. For these sources,
we briefly describe below the effective bandwidth, which
characterizes the minimum constant transmission (or service)
rate required to support the given time-varying data arrivals
while the buffer overflow probability satisfies (3).
1) Discrete Markov Source: Data arrival process from this
source is modeled as a discrete-time Markov chain. As noted
above, we consider a two-state Markov chain in which r bits
arrive (i.e., the arrival rate is r bits/block) in the ON state
while there are no arrivals in the OFF state. The transition
probability matrix J for this two-state source is
J =
[
p11 p12
p21 p22
]
(8)
where p11 denotes the probability of staying in the OFF state
and p22 denotes the probability of staying in the ON state. The
probabilities of transitioning from one state to a different one
are therefore denoted by p21 = 1 − p22 and p12 = 1 − p11.
Given the transition probability matrix, the effective bandwidth
is formulated as [33]
a(θ, r) =
1
θ
loge
(
p11+p22e
rθ+
√
(p11+p22erθ)2−4(p11+p22−1)erθ
2
)
.
(9)
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2) Markov Fluid Source: Data arrival process from a
Markov fluid source is modeled as a continuous-time Markov
chain with a generating matrix G. The generating matrix for
the two-state case is in the form of
G =
[−α α
β −β
]
(10)
where α and β are the transition rates from one state to another.
When the arrival rates for the two-state model are r and 0 and
hence we basically have ON and OFF states, the effective
bandwidth is given by
a(θ) =
1
2θ
[
θr − (α+ β) +
√
(θr − (α+ β))2 + 4αθr
]
.
(11)
3) Discrete-Time Markov-Modulated Poisson Source:
When data arrivals are modeled as a Poisson process with
intensity that is determined by a discrete Markov chain, the
source is described as a discrete-time Markov modulated-
Poisson process (MMPP). Essentially, discrete-time MMPP is
similar to discrete Markov processes but with the difference
that the instantaneous arrival rate in each Markov state is
Poisson distributed rather than being fixed. Hence, MMPP
source has more uncertainty or burstiness comparatively. We
again assume that the MMPP source has two states (namely
ON and OFF) with different Poisson arrival intensities. In
particular, when the source is in the ON state, the Poisson
intensity is r, while the intensity is zero and hence there are
no arrivals in the OFF state. For the Markov chain, we use
the same transition probability matrix J in (8). Under these
assumptions, the effective bandwidth is given in (12) at the
top of the next page.
4) Continuous-Time Markov-Modulated Poisson Source:
In this case, the data arrival rate is again Poisson distributed
but with intensity that varies according to a continuous-time
Markov chain. We similarly consider a two-state ON-OFF
model and assume that the Poisson arrival intensity is r in
the ON state whereas there is no arrival in the OFF state.
Employing the same generating matrix G as in (10), the
effective bandwidth can be written as
a(θ) =
1
2θ
[(
eθ − 1) r − (α+ β)]
+
1
2θ
√[
(eθ − 1) r − (α+ β)]2 + 4α (eθ − 1) r. (13)
B. Effective Capacity of Wireless Transmissions
Effective capacity provides the maximum constant arrival
rate that a given time-varying service process can support
while the buffer overflow probability decays exponentially as
described in (3) [39]. Let {R[k], k = 1, 2, . . .} denote the
discrete-time stationary and ergodic stochastic service process
and S[t] ,
∑t
k=1 R[k] be the time-accumulated process. Then,
the effective capacity is given by [39]
CE(SNR, θ) = − lim
t→∞
1
θt
loge E{e−θS[t]}. (14)
We assume that the fading coefficients {hi} change indepen-
dently from one block to another. Under this assumption, the
effective capacity simplifies to
CE(SNR, θ) = −1
θ
loge E{e−θR}, (15)
where R is the instantaneous service (or equivalently data
transmission) rate. For instance, the maximum service rate
in a single-user fading Gaussian channel is given by the
instantaneous channel capacity expressed as
R = log2(1 + SNRz) (16)
where z = |h|2 denotes the fading power and h is the
fading coefficient of the channel. The service rates for the
transmission of common and confidential messages in the
fading broadcast channel addressed in this paper are described
below in Section III-D.
C. Throughput and Energy Efficiency Metrics
In this section, we formulate the throughput and energy
efficiency metrics for wireless links in the presence of ran-
dom source arrivals, statistical queueing constraints, and time-
varying transmission rates. Specifically, we consider two-state
Markovian arrival models (described in Section III-A) in which
the average arrival rates are r and 0 in the ON and OFF states,
respectively1. Stationary distribution of the Markov chains is
denoted by pi = [π1, π2] where π1 and π2 are the probabilities
of the OFF and ON states, respectively. Therefore, the source
average arrival rate is simply
ravg = π2r = PONr (17)
which is equal to the average departure rate when the queue is
in steady state [35]. Then, we seek to determine the maximum
average arrival rate r∗avg that can be supported by the fading
channel described in Section II while satisfying the statistical
QoS requirements given in the form in (3). As shown in [35,
Theorem 2.1], if the effective bandwidth of the arrival process
is equal to the effective capacity of the service process, i.e.,
a(θ, r) = CE(SNR, θ), (18)
then, (3) is satisfied, i.e., buffer overflow probability decays
exponentially fast with rate controlled by the QoS exponent θ.
Hence, we can determine from (18) the ON-state maximum
arrival rate r∗(SNR, θ) that can be supported by the wireless
channel for given SNR and QoS exponent θ. Then, the maxi-
mum average arrival rate (and hence the throughput) is
r∗avg(SNR, θ) = r
∗(SNR, θ)PON. (19)
In this paper, we employ energy per bit as the performance
metric of energy efficiency. In our setup, we define energy per
bit as
Eb
N0
=
SNR
r∗avg(SNR, θ)
. (20)
1For discrete Markov and Markov fluid sources, we have a constant arrival
rate of r in the ON state, while the arrival rate is Poisson distributed with
intensity (or equivalently average value) r for MMPP sources.
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a∗(θ, r) =
1
θ
loge
(
p11+p22e
r(eθ−1)+
√
(p11+p22er(e
θ
−1))2−4(p11+p22−1)er(e
θ
−1)
2
)
(12)
In our analysis, following the approach in [10], we study
the minimum energy per bit and the wideband slope, which
is defined as the slope of the spectral efficiency curve at zero
spectral efficiency.
The minimum energy per bit Eb
N0 min
under QoS constraints
can be obtained from [10]
Eb
N0 min
= lim
SNR→0
SNR
r∗avg(SNR, θ)
=
1
r˙∗avg(0)
. (21)
At Eb
N0 min
, the slope S0 of the spectral efficiency versus Eb/N0
(in dB) curve can be found from [10]
S0 = −
2
(
r˙∗avg(0)
)2
r¨∗avg(0)
loge 2 (22)
where r˙∗avg(0) and r¨
∗
avg(0) are the first and second derivatives,
respectively, of the function r∗avg(SNR, θ) with respect to SNR
at SNR = 0. Eb
N0 min
and S0 provide a linear approximation of
the spectral efficiency curve at low spectral efficiencies.
D. Instantaneous Secrecy Capacity of Confidential Messages
and Capacity of Common Message Transmissions
In this section, we describe the secrecy capacity in detail
in a general case in which the transmitter sends both common
and confidential messages2 to two receivers, and, with that, we
identify the service rates of our queueing model. Confidential
and common messages are sent simultaneously and it is
assumed that common message is decoded at the receiver in
the presence of the interference from the confidential message
transmission. Confidential messages of two receivers are sent
necessarily using time-division duplexing depending on the
channel strengths. More specifically, confidential message is
only sent to the receiver with the higher received SNR.
Secrecy capacity quantifies the maximum achievable rates
of secure communication. For instance, it is well-known that
the secrecy capacity of confidential message transmission with
the signal-to-noise ratio denoted by SNR in the presence of
an eavesdropper is given by
R(SNR) = [log2(1 + SNRzm)− log2(1 + SNRze)]+ . (23)
Note that the above formula of secrecy capacity is a generic
one with zm and ze denoting the magnitude squares of the
fading coefficients of channels of the intended user and eaves-
dropper, respectively. When the transmitter sends separate
confidential messages to each user as we have assumed and
described in Section II, the unintended user can be regarded
as an eavesdropper.
Having two confidential messages and one common mes-
sage to send, transmitter allocates its power for the transmis-
sion of these messages. We assume that when confidential
2Here, we consider standard information-theoretic arguments regarding the
definition of messages and how they are encoded and transmitted over fading
channels (see e.g., [5], [6]).
message intended for receiver i is being sent, δi portion of
the power is used for confidential message transmission while
(1 − δi) portion of the power is used for common message
transmission. Additionally, we define the regions for time-
division duplexing of confidential messages as
Γ1 =
{
(z1, z2) ∈ R2+ : z1 ≥ z2
}
,
Γ2 =
{
(z1, z2) ∈ R2+ : z1 < z2
}
.
For instance, when we have (z1, z2) ∈ Γ1, only confidential
message intended for receiver 1 is transmitted along with the
common message3. As previously stated, the common message
is decoded in the presence of interference from confidential
message transmissions. Both users can decode the common
message when it is sent at a rate they both can decode,
implying that the common message is sent at the minimum
rate that both channels can support. Hence, the instantaneous
transmission rate of the common message becomes
R0(SNR) = log2
(
1 +
(1− δ1)SNRz2
1 + δ1SNRz2
)
1 {Γ1}
+ log2
(
1 +
(1− δ2)SNRz1
1 + δ2SNRz1
)
1 {Γ2} . (24)
After subtracting the common message from the received
signal, the receiver with the better channel can decode its con-
fidential message without any interference from the common
message. Therefore, we can express the instantaneous trans-
mission rate of confidential messages intended for receivers 1
and 2, respectively, as
R1(SNR) = log2
(
1 + δ1SNRz1
1 + δ1SNRz2
)
1 {Γ1} (25)
R2(SNR) = log2
(
1 + δ2SNRz2
1 + δ2SNRz1
)
1 {Γ2} (26)
where 1{·} denotes the indicator function4.
IV. THROUGHPUT OF SECURE TRANSMISSIONS WITH
RANDOM DATA ARRIVALS UNDER QOS CONSTRAINTS
In this section, we investigate the throughput of the trans-
mission of confidential and common messages, considering
different random source types introduced in Section III-A.
In order to highlight the impact of random arrivals, we also
3We note that the event of z1 = z2 occurs with zero probability if the fading
powers z1 and z2 have continuous distributions, as frequently assumed in the
statistical modeling of the wireless fading channel in the literature. However,
in the case of discrete fading distributions, this event is in general a non-zero
probability event. In such a case, the secrecy capacity is zero, and hence no
confidential message transmission can be performed. All the power can be
allocated to the transmission of the common message by setting δ1 = 0.
4The secrecy rate expressions in (25) and (26) are derived from the generic
expression in (23) For instance, in (25), z1 and z2 correspond to zm and ze,
respectively, and the signal-to-noise ratio is δ1SNR. Additionally, the indicator
function essentially represents the operation [·]+, ensuring that the secrecy rate
is zero if z1 < z2.
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address the case of a source with a constant arrival rate.
For each source type, we characterize the maximum average
arrival rate as the maximum throughput. Thus, we determine
the throughput by deriving the maximum average arrival rate
in terms of SNR for both constant-rate arrivals and the four
Markovian arrival models.
We note that our initial analysis considers perfect channel
side information (CSI) at the transmitter. Hence, we assume
that the transmitter knows the realizations of z1 and z2. This
is an accurate assumption, for instance, in a cellular scenario
in which the base station knows the channel conditions and
the users are not malicious but still the confidential messages
are to be kept private from the unintended user. We address
the case of no CSI subsequently in Section VI.
1) Constant-Rate Source: Throughput in the case of
constant-rate arrival is given by the effective capacity. For each
message, the effective capacity is given by
CEi(SNR, θi) = − 1
θi
loge E{e−θiRi(SNR)} for i = 0, 1, 2.
(27)
Note that for i = 1 and 2, we have the maximum constant
arrival rates of the confidential messages at the transmitter,
which are intended for receivers 1 and 2, respectively. For i =
0, we have the maximum constant arrival rate of the common
message at the transmitter. Note further that the QoS constraint
θi of different messages can in general be different. We also
define the function gi(SNR) as
gi(SNR) = E
{
e−θiRi(SNR)
}
= e−θiCEi(SNR,θi). (28)
Note that with this definition, we have
CEi(SNR, θi) = − 1
θi
loge gi(SNR). (29)
As it will be seen in subsequent subsections, maximum av-
erage arrival rates for random sources can also be concisely
expressed using the function gi(SNR).
2) Discrete Markov Source: In this case, we assume that
(confidential and/or common) message arrivals to the buffers at
the transmitter are according to a discrete-time Markov chain.
In the case of ON-OFF discrete Markov source, introducing
effective bandwidth expression in (9) into (18), and solving
for r, we can obtain the maximum arrival rate r∗(SNR, θ) and
then express the maximum average arrival rate as a function
of the effective capacity CE as
r∗avgi(SNR, θi)=
PON
θi
loge
(
e2θiCEi(SNR,θi)−p11eθiCEi(SNR,θi)
1−p11−p22+p22eθiCEi(SNR,θi)
)
=
PON
θi
loge
(
1− p11gi(SNR)
(1−p11−p22)g2i (SNR)+p22gi(SNR)
)
(30)
for i = 0, 1, 2, where gi(SNR) is defined in (28).
Note that the probability of the ON state is given by PON =
1−p11
2−p11−p22
. If we use the assumption p11 = 1− s and p22 = s
(and hence PON = s), the expression for average arrival rate
can be simplified further as
r∗avgi(SNR, θi) =
s
θi
loge
(
eθiCEi(SNR,θi) − (1− s)
s
)
. (31)
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Fig. 2. Maximum average arrival rate of the confidential message of the first
user r∗avg,1 vs. average signal-to-noise ratio SNR when θ1 = 1 and δ1 = 0.5.
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Fig. 3. Buffer overflow probability Pr{Q > q} vs. buffer threshold q for
both confidential and common messages when θ1 = 0.5, θ2 = 2, θ0 = 1 ,
δ1 = δ2 = 0.7, p11 = p22 = 0.8 and SNR = 1.
It can be easily verified that r∗avgi is a monotonic function
of s, i.e., as s (and hence ON-state probability PON = s)
increases, the maximum average arrival rate increases. We see
this effect in Fig. 2 where we plot the relationship between
maximum average arrival rate of the confidential message of
the first user vs. average SNR curves for different values of s
and correlation coefficient ρ. We consider a Rayleigh fading
environment and assume that the fading powers z1 and z2
are exponentially distributed with unit means, i.e., E{z1} =
E{z2} = 1, and correlation coefficient ρ = cov(z1,z2)√
var(z1)var(z1)
.
Numerical evaluation verifies that as s increases, maximum
average arrival rate increases for given SNR and ρ. Hence, as
the source becomes less bursty, throughput improves. Also,
the correlation between the channels of the legitimate user
and eavesdropper has an impact on the throughput. Higher
correlation values lead to diminished secrecy capacity, which
results in smaller throughput values.
We have also performed buffer simulations to further verify
our theoretical analysis. Initially, we set the values of the QoS
exponent θi, SNR, source state transition probabilities p11 and
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Fig. 4. Maximum average arrival rate of the confidential message of the
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0.05 and δ2 = 0.5.
p22 of the ON/OFF discrete Markov source, and determined
the maximum average arrival rate the system can support
using the theoretical characterizations in this section. We also
calculated the corresponding maximum data arrival rate ri in
the ON state. Then, we initiated the simulation by generating
the random data arrivals according to the Markov source
model, and generating the Gaussian fading coefficients for the
service rates. In this process, we have kept track of the buffer
length over 107 runs. We have compared the simulated buffer
lengths with different thresholds to determine how frequently
a threshold is exceeded and identify the overflow probabil-
ities. In Fig. 3, we plot the buffer overflow probability (in
logarithmic scale) vs. buffer threshold q. We obtain excellent
results from these simulations. Specifically, we determined the
simulated QoS exponent values θsim from the slopes of the
buffer overflow probability curves in the figure5. The simulated
θsim values were obtained as 2.0171, 0.9433, 0.5018 when the
corresponding theoretical θ values were 2, 1, 0.5, respectively.
Hence, if we originally set θ = 2 and design the system
accordingly, the buffer overflow probability decays with QoS
exponent θsim = 2.0171, matching the prediction very well.
3) Markov Fluid Source: Similarly as in the case of discrete
Markov source, for the ON-OFF Markov fluid source, incor-
porating (11) into (18), we determine the maximum average
arrival rate as
r∗avgi(SNR, θi) = PON
θiCEi(SNR, θi) + α+ β
θiCEi(SNR, θi) + α
CEi(SNR, θi)
= −PON
θi
α+ β − loge gi(SNR)
α− loge gi(SNR)
loge gi(SNR)
(32)
for i = 0, 1, 2. Note that the probability of ON state is given
as PON =
α
α+β .
In Fig. 4, we plot the maximum average arrival rate of the
confidential message of the second user as a function of aver-
5Note from (4) that the overflow probability is expected to behave in
logarithmic scale as log Pr{Q ≥ q} ≈ −θq+ log ς . Hence, the slope of the
logarithmic overflow probability vs. buffer threshold q curve is proportional
to −θ.
age SNR while considering different channels and Markov fluid
sources. Specifically, we assume different pairs of the source
state transition rates α and β and different expected channel
gains E{z2} = γ. As in Fig. 2, we still assume that z1 and z2
are exponentially distributed, and E{z1} = 1. It is observed
that increasing α and decreasing β simultaneously increase
the ON-state probability PON and reduce the burstiness of the
source, and as a result, throughput increases. Furthermore, bet-
ter channel conditions for the legitimate user lead to improved
throughput due to increase in secrecy capacity.
4) Discrete-Time Markov Modulated Poisson Source: In
order to express the maximum average arrival rate in terms
of CE , we again insert the effective bandwidth expression in
(12) into (18) and obtain
r
∗
avgi(SNR, θi)=
PON
(eθi − 1)
loge
(
1− p11gi(SNR)
(1−p11−p22)g2i (SNR)+p22gi(SNR)
)
.
(33)
5) Continuous-Time Markov Modulated Poisson Source:
We find the following maximum average arrival rate r∗avg by
incorporating (13) into (18):
r∗avgi(SNR, θi) = −
PON
(eθi − 1)
α+ β − loge gi(SNR)
α− loge gi(SNR)
loge gi(SNR).
(34)
V. ENERGY EFFICIENCY OF SECURE TRANSMISSIONS
WITH RANDOM DATA ARRIVALS UNDER QOS
CONSTRAINTS
In this section, we investigate the energy efficiency of the
transmission of confidential and common messages for vari-
ous source types discussed previously. Using the throughput
formulas we have obtained, we analyze the energy efficiency
and derive closed-form expressions of the minimum energy
per bit and wideband slope.
A. Minimum Energy per Bit
The minimum energy per bit in (21) characterizes the
minimum energy needed to send one bit reliably over the
wireless fading channel under statistical queueing constraints.
Lower minimum energy per bit levels indicate higher energy
efficiency. First, we formulate the minimum energy per bit for
the confidential messages as
Eb
N0 min,i
= lim
SNR→0
δi Pr(Γi)SNR
r∗avgi(SNR, θi)
=
δi Pr(Γi)
r˙∗avgi(0)
(35)
for i = 1, 2. Similarly for the common message, the minimum
energy per bit becomes
Eb
N0 min,0
= lim
SNR→0
[(1− δ1) Pr(Γ1) + (1− δ2) Pr(Γ2)] SNR
r∗avg0(SNR, θ0)
=
(1− δ1) Pr(Γ1) + (1 − δ2) Pr(Γ2)
r˙∗avg0(0)
. (36)
Below, we initially characterize the minimum energy per bit
for the case of constant-rate arrivals, and subsequently show
that the same minimum energy per bit levels are achieved
when discrete-time Markov and Markov ON-OFF sources are
considered.
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Proposition 1: When the data arrival rate is constant, the
minimum energy per bit expressions for the confidential mes-
sage transmissions to receivers 1 and 2 under QoS constraints
are given, respectively, by
Eb
N0 min,1
=
Pr(Γ1) loge 2
EΓ1{z1 − z2}
(37)
Eb
N0min,2
=
Pr(Γ2) loge 2
EΓ2 {z2 − z1}
, (38)
and the minimum energy per bit for the common message
transmission under QoS constraints is given by
Eb
N0 min,0
=
[(1 − δ1) Pr(Γ1) + (1− δ2) Pr(Γ2)] loge 2
(1− δ1)EΓ1{z2}+ (1− δ2)EΓ2{z1}
(39)
where Pr(Γ1) = Pr(z1 < z2), Pr(Γ2) = Pr(z1 < z2), and
δi is fraction of the power used for the transmission of the
confidential message to receiver i. Moreover, EΓ1 denotes the
expectation in region Γ1 while EΓ2 is similarly defined in the
complement region Γ2.
Proof: See Appendix A.
When z1 and z2 are independent and exponentially dis-
tributed with E{z1} = 1 and E{z2} = γ, we have Pr(Γ1) =
1
γ+1 and Pr(Γ2) =
γ
γ+1 , and we can get closed-form expres-
sions for the minimum energy per bit formulations as follows:
Eb
N0 min,1
= loge 2,
Eb
N0 min,2
=
loge 2
γ
(40)
Eb
N0 min,0
=
γ + 1
γ
loge 2. (41)
Interestingly, for both ON-OFF discrete-time Markov and
Markov fluid sources, minimum energy per bit expressions
are the same as those attained in the presence of constant-rate
sources.
Proposition 2: When data arrivals are modeled as ON-OFF
discrete-time Markov or Markov fluid processes, the minimum
energy per bit expressions for confidential and common mes-
sage transmissions under QoS constraints remains the same as
those for the constant arrival rate model and hence are given
by (37), (38), and (39), respectively.
Proof: See Appendix B.
Heretofore, we have seen that the minimum bit energy
expressions do not depend on either the queueing constraints or
the source randomness. More specifically, minimum bit energy
of confidential/common message transmissions are the same
regardless of the value of the QoS exponent θ and whether data
arrives at a constant rate or according to an ON-OFF Markov
process. However, this is not the case when we consider more
bursty Markov-modulated Poisson arrivals, as shown in the
result below.
Proposition 3:When the source arrivals are modeled as ON-
OFF discrete-time or continuous-time MMPPs, the minimum
energy per bit expressions for confidential and common mes-
sage transmissions under QoS constraints are given, respec-
tively, by
Eb
N0 min,1
=
(eθ1 − 1)Pr(Γ1) loge 2
θ1EΓ1{z1 − z2}
(42)
Eb
N0 min,2
=
(eθ2 − 1)Pr(Γ2) loge 2
θ2EΓ2 {z2 − z1}
(43)
Eb
N0 min,0
=
(eθ0− 1)[(1 − δ1) Pr(Γ1) + (1− δ2) Pr(Γ2)] loge 2
θ0 [(1− δ1)EΓ1{z2}+ (1− δ2)EΓ2{z1}]
.
(44)
Proof: See Appendix C.
For MMPP sources, minimum energy per bit now depends
on the QoS exponent through the term e
θ
−1
θ
. Since e
θ
−1
θ
> 1
for θ > 0 and increases with increasing θ, a higher energy
per bit is required for MMPP sources (compared to constant-
rate and ON-OFF Markov sources) and energy cost grows
as the QoS constraints become more stringent. Interestingly,
energy per bit expressions still do not depend on the specific
parameters of the random arrival model (such as transition
probabilities/rates of the Markov chain and intensity of the
Poisson arrivals).
As also noted before, Proposition 2 shows that the minimum
energy per bit for discrete-time Markov and Markov fluid
sources are the same as for the constant-rate source. The pri-
mary intuitive reasoning behind this result is that the minimum
energy per bit is an asymptotic performance metric achieved
as SNR → 0, and the impact of source burstiness significantly
diminishes at these asymptotically low SNR levels for discrete-
time Markov and Markov fluid sources. Specifically, as SNR
diminishes, the fixed arrival rate (in the ON-state of the
Markov models) that can be supported by the wireless channel
decreases as well, resulting in less and less impact on buffer
overflows and delay violations.
On the other hand, if the arrival process is MMPP, the
intensity of the Poisson process is reduced with decreasing
SNR. However, the arrival process is still a Poisson process
but with a smaller intensity, meaning that there is still a
probability, however small, for the instantaneous arrival rate
in the ON state to be large since the arrival rate depends
on the realization of a Poisson distributed random variable.
Hence, MMPP source is more bursty in the low-SNR regime
than discrete-time Markov and Markov fluid sources, and this
is reflected in the larger minimum energy per bit values as
shown in the results of Proposition 3.
B. Wideband Slope
Minimum energy per bit Eb
N0 min
is the ultimate performance
limit of energy-efficient operation. At the same time, it is an
asymptotic performance metric achieved in the limit as SNR
vanishes. In this subsection, we complement the Eb
N0 min
−analysis
by characterizing the wideband slope of confidential and
common message transmissions for different source models.
Unlike the minimum energy per bit, wideband slope is distinct
for each source and depends on the source statistics. In this
subsection, we also provide numerical results to demonstrate
the effectiveness of the linear approximation of the throughput
in the low-SNR regime in terms of Eb
N0 min
and wideband
slope S0, and to identify the impact of secrecy requirements,
source randomness, QoS constraints, and channel correlation
on energy efficiency.
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1) Constant-Rate Sources:
Proposition 4: For constant-rate arrivals, the wideband slope
expressions for common and confidential message transmis-
sions under QoS constraint are given by
S0,i=
2
(
E
{
f˙i(0)
})2
θi
log
e
2var
(
f˙i(0)
)
− E
{
f¨i(0)
} (45)
for i = 0, 1, 2 where we have defined fi(SNR) =
Ri(SNR) loge 2 with Ri(SNR) being the instantaneous rate of
confidential or common message given in (24)–(26), and the
first and second derivatives of fi(SNR) at SNR = 0 are given
by
f˙1(0) = δ1 (z1 − z2)1{z1≥z2} ,
f˙2(0) = δ2 (z2 − z1)1{z1<z2} ,
f˙0(0) = (1− δ1)z21{z1≥z2}+ (1− δ2)z11{z1<z2} ,
f¨1(0) = −δ21
[
z21 − z22
]
1{z1≥z2} ,
f¨2(0) = −δ22
[
z22 − z21
]
1{z1<z2} ,
f¨0(0) = −(1− δ21)z221{z1≥z2} − (1 − δ22)z211{z1<z2} .
(46)
Proof: See Appendix D.
Above, S0,0 is the wideband slope for common message
transmission while S0,1 and S0,2 denote the wideband slope
of confidential message transmissions to receivers 1 and 2,
respectively.
For independent and exponentially distributed z1 and z2
with E{z1} = 1 and E{z2} = γ, the wideband slope
expressions simplify to
S0,1= 2θ1
log
e
2 (1 + 2γ) + 4γ + 2
(47)
S0,2= 2
θ2
log
e
2
(
1 + 2
γ
)
+ 4
γ
+ 2
. (48)
If we further assume that δ1 = δ2 = δ, then the wideband
slope for common message becomes
S0,0= 2θ0
log
e
2 +
1−δ2
(1−δ)2
. (49)
2) Discrete-Time Markov Sources: Next, we consider ON-
OFF discrete-time Markov sources with transition probabilities
denoted by pij for i, j ∈ {1, 2}.
Proposition 5: The wideband slope expressions for confi-
dential and common message transmissions under QoS con-
straint are given by
S0,i=
2
(
E
{
f˙i(0)
})2
η θilog
e
2
(
E
{
f˙i(0)
})2
+ θilog
e
2var
(
f˙i(0)
)
− E
{
f¨i(0)
}
(50)
for i = 0, 1, 2, where f˙i(0) and f¨i(0) are given in (46).
Additionally, η above is defined as
η =
(1− p22)(p11 + p22)
(1− p11)(2 − p11 − p22) . (51)
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Proof: See Appendix E
Again, for independent and exponentially distributed z1 and
z2 with E{z1} = 1 and E{z2} = γ, the wideband slope
expressions are given as
S0,1= 2θ1η
log
e
2 +
θ1
log
e
2 (1 + 2γ) + 4γ + 2
, (52)
S0,2= 2
θ2η
log
e
2 +
θ2
log
e
2
(
1 + 2
γ
)
+ 4
γ
+ 2
. (53)
If we further assume that δ1 = δ2 = δ, then the wideband
slope for common message becomes
S0,0= 2θ0η
log
e
2 +
θ0
log
e
2 +
1−δ2
(1−δ)2
. (54)
When compared with the corresponding wideband slope ex-
pressions in (47)–(49) for the constant-rate source, we notice
that wideband slope formulas above in (52)–(54) for the
discrete Markov source differ only due to the presence of the
term θηlog
e
2 , which reflects essentially the source randomness
with the parameter η. This additional term leads to smaller
wideband slopes, indicating the detrimental impact of source
randomness on energy efficiency. Note also that when p11 = 0
and p22 = 1, discrete Markov essentially becomes a constant-
rate source and we have η = 0.
In Fig. 5, the maximum average arrival rate of the confiden-
tial message for the first user vs. energy per bit is plotted. We
consider an ON-OFF discrete Markov source with p11 = 1−s
and p22 = s (and hence PON = s). We assume θ = 1 and
δ1 = 0.5. The channel power gains z1 and z2 are exponentially
distributed with E{z1} = 1, E{z2} = γ and correlation
coefficient ρ = 0.05. As predicted, the minimum energy
per bit does not depend on source burstiness or the second
user channel statistics, i.e., γ. There is a slight increase in
the minimum energy per bit values achieved in the cases of
secrecy as compared to no secrecy. The main reason for this
is the correlation in the channel conditions of the two users.
Without any correlation, the minimum energy per bit becomes
equal to −1.59 dB. As a result of similar minimum energy
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per bit values, wideband slope becomes a critical performance
indicator in the low-SNR regime. We notice that wideband
slope diminishes when secrecy requirements are imposed and
also when source burstiness increases with diminishing ON-
state probability PON = s. We also observe that, as the
second user (or equivalently eavesdropper) channel conditions
improve, i.e., as γ increases, we have smaller wideband slopes.
In Fig. 6, the maximum average arrival rate of the confiden-
tial messages for the second user vs. energy per bit is plotted.
Similarly as before, we set θ = 1, ρ = 0.05 and δ2 = 0.5.
Again, the minimum energy per bit does not depend on source
burstiness. On the other hand, we observe that wideband slope
increases as source becomes less bursty, i.e., as q increases.
Also, better channel conditions for the legitimate user (i.e.,
larger γ) increases the energy efficiency.
We illustrate the spectral efficiency curve for the common
message in Fig. 7, assuming the parameter setting θ = 1,
ρ = 0.05 and δ1 = δ2 = 0.5. We again verify that source
characteristics do not play a role in the value of the minimum
energy per bit. Better channel conditions for the second user
improve the overall energy efficiency of the transmission of
the common message by improving the minimum energy per
bit. We also notice that wideband slope is the same when we
alter the channel conditions. However, source burstiness has
a negative impact on the wideband slope, thus, on the energy
efficiency as well.
3) Markov Fluid Sources: In the following, we characterize
the wideband slope in the case of ON-OFF Markov fluid
arrivals with transition rates α and β.
Proposition 6: The wideband slope expressions for confi-
dential and common message transmissions under QoS con-
straint are given by
S0,i=
2
(
E
{
f˙i(0)
})2
ζ θilog
e
2
(
E
{
f˙i(0)
})2
+ θilog
e
2var
(
f˙i(0)
)
+ E
{
f¨i(0)
}
(55)
for i = 0, 1, 2, where f˙i(0) and f¨i(0) are defined in (46). Note
further that ζ is defined as
ζ =
2β
α(α + β)
. (56)
Proof: See Appendix F.
Similarly as for the previous arrival models, we can sim-
plify the wideband expressions for the confidential message
transmissions to the following when we have independent
and exponentially distributed z1 and z2 with E{z1} = 1 and
E{z2} = γ:
S0,1= 2θ1ζ
log
e
2 +
θ1
log
e
2 (1 + 2γ) + 4γ + 2
, (57)
S0,2= 2
θ2ζ
log
e
2 +
θ2
log
e
2
(
1 + 2
γ
)
+ 4
γ
+ 2
. (58)
If we further assume that δ1 = δ2 = δ, then the wideband
slope for common message becomes
S0,0= 2θ0ζ
log
e
2 +
θ0
log
e
2 +
1−δ2
(1−δ)2
. (59)
The common theme in the above expressions and the ones
corresponding to other source types (i.e., expressions in (47)–
(49) and (52)–(54)) is that wideband slope expressions depend
on three critical factors: QoS exponent θ, source burstiness
parameter (ζ in the case of Markov fluid source and η in the
case discrete Markov source, which both become zero when
the arrival rate is constant), and channel statistics through
E{z2} = γ. For instance, wideband slopes diminish as
θ increases and more stringent buffer/delay constraints are
imposed.
We depict, in Fig. 8, the maximum average arrival rate of
the confidential message for the first user vs. energy per bit
for Markov fluid sources with different values of α and β. We
assume θ = 1, γ = 1 and δ1 = 0.5. In the case of no secrecy,
the minimum energy per bit is equal to −1.59 dB and it
remains unchanged under different source characteristics. With
secrecy, source burstiness again does not impact the minimum
energy per bit. However, as channel correlation increases, the
energy efficiency degrades due to higher minimum energy per
bit. Additionally, the source characteristics have significant
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impact on the wideband slope e.g. wideband slope decreases
as source becomes more bursty (i.e., as we change the state
transition rates from α = 9 and β = 1 to α = 1 and β = 9).
In Fig. 9, the maximum average arrival rate of the common
messages for the first user vs. energy per bit for the source
with Markov fluid characteristics is illustrated. We assume
θ = 1, γ = 1 and δ1 = δ2 = 0.5. The minimum energy
per bit only changes for the different values of correlation.
Interestingly, in this case the energy efficiency gets better with
increasing correlation. The intuition behind this is that the
common message throughput is limited by the worst of the
channels of the first and second users. As correlation increases,
the discrepancy between the conditions of the channels is
reduced, improving the throughput. Additionally, wideband
slope is higher for less bursty systems.
4) Discrete-Time MMPP Sources: Next, we address ON-
OFF discrete-time MMPP sources.
Proposition 7: The wideband slope expressions for confi-
dential and common message transmissions under QoS con-
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straint are given by
S0,i=
2θi
eθi−1
(
E
{
f˙i(0)
})2
η θilog
e
2
(
E
{
f˙i(0)
})2
+ θilog
e
2var
(
f˙i(0)
)
+ E
{
f¨i(0)
} .
(60)
for i = 0, 1, 2 where f˙i(0) and f¨i(0) are defined in (46) and
η is defined in (51).
We omit the proof as it is rather straightforward due to the
relationship between the throughputs of the discrete Markov
source and the discrete MMPP source.
In Fig. 10, we illustrate the maximum average arrival rate
of the common message vs. energy per bit when the source is
ON-OFF discrete-time MMPP. We set ρ = 0.8, γ = 1, p11 =
0.1 and p22 = 0.9, and study the impact of different values
of θ0 and δi. For the MMPP source, the minimum energy per
bit depends on the QoS exponent θ0 and it will improve when
θ0 decreases, indicating less stringent queueing constraints.
Power allocation has no impact on the minimum energy per bit.
However, with more power allocated to the common message,
the wideband slope becomes higher.
5) Continuous-Time MMPP Sources: Finally, we consider
continuous-time MMPP sources.
Proposition 8: The wideband slope expressions for confi-
dential and common message transmissions under QoS con-
straint are given by
S0,i=
2θi
eθi−1
(
E
{
f˙i(0)
})2
ζ θilog
e
2
(
E
{
f˙i(0)
})2
+ θilog
e
2var
(
f˙i(0)
)
+ E
{
f¨i(0)
}
(61)
for i = 0, 1, 2 where f˙i(0) and f¨i(0) are defined in (46) and
ζ is defined in (56).
We again omit the proof due to the fact that the result readily
follows from the relationship between the throughputs of
Markov fluid and fluid MMPP sources.
In Fig. 11, we illustrate the maximum average arrival rate
of the common message vs. energy per bit when the source is
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ON-OFF continuous-time MMPP. We assume ρ = 0, γ = 1,
α = 9 and β = 1. We again study the impact of θ0 and δi on
energy efficiency similarly as in Fig. 10 but the main difference
is that there is no correlation in Fig. 11. As in the previous
discussion, the minimum energy per bit improves with lower
θ0 values, and increasing the power allocation on common
message transmission increases the wideband slope, and thus
improves the energy efficiency. Interestingly, when compared
with Fig. 10, we notice that having no correlation between the
channels of the two users hurts the energy efficiency of the
common message transmission as it increases the minimum
energy per bit significantly.
VI. THROUGHPUT AND ENERGY EFFICIENCY WITH NO
CHANNEL KNOWLEDGE AT THE TRANSMITTER
In this section, we depart from the perfect transmitter CSI
assumption of the previous sections and consider a scenario
in which the transmitter has no CSI. Specifically, we assume
that the transmitter does not know the realizations of the
channel fading coefficients, which is relevant in cases in
which the eavesdropper is passive and malicious. This also
represents a worst-case scenario due to the fact that even the
legitimate channel is not known. Treating the eavesdropper as
malicious, we address a special case of the previously treated
system model. In particular, we do not consider common
message transmission and assume that the transmitter just
intends to send confidential messages to receiver 1 while
keeping them private from receiver 2 (which is regarded as
the eavesdropper).
Not knowing the realizations of the channel fading coeffi-
cients h1 and h2, the transmitter sends the data at the fixed
rate of λ bits/s/Hz. As before, instantaneous secrecy capacity
R(SNR) = [log2(1 + SNRz1)− log2(1 + SNRz2)]+ quantifies
the maximum achievable rates of secure communication where
zi = |hi|2. Hence, if λ ≤ R(SNR), then reliable and secure
communication is attained and therefore the transmitted mes-
sage is decoded correctly while eavesdropper is being kept
ignorant of the message. If, on the other hand, λ > R(SNR),
secrecy outage occurs. Under these assumptions, the wireless
link can be modeled as a two-state discrete-time Markov chain.
Specifically, the channel is assumed to be in the ON state if
λ ≤ R(SNR), while the channel is in the OFF state when
λ > R(SNR). The steady-state probability for the ON state
can be easily obtained as
P{Γ} = P{R(SNR) > λ} = P
{
z1 > 2
λz2 +
2λ − 1
SNR
}
(62)
=
∫
∞
0
∫
∞
2λz2+
2λ−1
SNR
p(z1, z2)dz1dz2 (63)
where we define Γ = {(z1, z2) ∈ R+ : λ < R(SNR)}.
A. Effective Capacity with no Channel Knowledge at the
Transmitter
In [34, Chap. 7, Example 7.2.7], it is shown for Markov
modulated processes that
Λ(θ)
θ
=
1
θ
loge E{ρ
(
φ(θ)M
)}. (64)
Above, M is the transition matrix of the underlying Markov
process, and φ(θ) is a diagonal matrix whose components
are the moment generating functions of the processes in the
Markov states. We assume that the fading coefficients {hi}
change independently from one block to another. Under this
assumption, the effective capacity can be obtained as
CE(SNR, θ) = −Λ(−θ)
θ
= −1
θ
loge
[
1− P{Γ1}
(
1− e−θλ)]
(65)
where P{Γ} is the channel ON-state probability given in (63).
B. Energy Efficiency with Discrete Markov Sources
First, we consider ON-OFF discrete Markov sources. We
also assume that channel fading powers z1 and z2 are inde-
pendent exponentially distributed with means 1 and γ, respec-
tively. In the following result, we characterize the considered
energy efficiency metrics under these assumptions.
Proposition 9: The minimum energy per bit and wideband
slope achieved with fixed-rate secure transmissions in the
presence of an eavesdropper with ON-OFF discrete Markov
data arrivals and statistical QoS constraints are given by
Eb
N0 min
= e(γ + 1) loge 2, and (66)
S0= 1θ(η−1)
2 log
e
2 +
θe(γ+1)
2 log
e
2 + eγ +
e(γ+1)
2
, (67)
respectively, with η defined in (51).
Proof: See Appendix G.
As in the perfect CSI case, the minimum energy per bit
in (66) does not depend on the QoS exponent θ and source
statistics while the wideband slope in (67) depends on both.
Specifically, wideband slope decreases with stricter QoS limi-
tations (i.e., with increasing θ) and increased source burstiness
(i.e., with larger η).
It is also interesting to compare the minimum energy per bit
expressions achieved with perfect CSI and no CSI. Recall from
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(40) that with perfect CSI, the minimum energy per bit for
the confidential message transmission to receiver 1 assuming
exponentially distributed fading powers with E{z1} = 1 and
E{z2} = γ is
Eb
N0 min
= loge 2. (68)
Comparing this with (66), we immediately identify the addi-
tional energy cost per bit of not having channel knowledge at
the transmitter as [e(γ + 1)− 1] loge 2. Hence, the characteri-
zation in Proposition 9 nicely quantifies the energy cost of not
having transmitter CSI in secure wireless transmissions.
Following the same methodology as described in the dis-
cussion of Fig. 3, we have again performed simulations in
the case of no transmitter CSI. In Fig. 12, we plot the buffer
overflow probability vs. buffer threshold q. We again have very
good agreement with theoretical predictions. In particular, the
simulated θsim values were obtained as 1.9306, 1.0657, 0.5109
when the corresponding theoretical θ values were 2, 1, 0.5,
respectively.
As also noted above, Proposition 9 shows that while the
minimum energy per bit does not depend on the source
statistics and QoS exponent θ, the wideband slope depends on
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both and decreases as burstiness parameter η increases. We see
these clearly in Fig. 13, where we plot the maximum average
arrival rate vs. energy per bit for discrete Markov sources with
varying statistics. As predicted, the minimum energy per bit
stays same at 5.76 dB, which is more than 7 dB larger than
the minimum energy per bit of −1.59 dB achieved in the case
of perfect CSI. We also observe that source with smaller p11
and greater p22 (while keeping p11 + p22 = 1) has a smaller
η value and correspondingly larger wideband slope. Hence,
lower source burstiness benefits the energy efficiency.
C. Energy Efficiency with Markov Fluid Sources
In this section, we consider ON-OFF Markov fluid sources
and similarly as in the previous section identify the energy
efficiency metrics.
Proposition 10: The minimum energy per bit and wideband
slope achieved with fixed-rate secure transmissions in the
presence of an eavesdropper with ON-OFF Markov fluid data
arrivals and statistical QoS constraints are given by
Eb
N0 min
= e(γ + 1) loge 2, and (69)
S0= 1θ(ζ−1)
2 log
e
2 +
θe(γ+1)
2 log
e
2 + eγ +
e(γ+1)
2
, (70)
respectively, where ζ is defined in (56)
Proof: See Appendix H.
In Fig. 14, we depict the maximum average arrival rate vs.
energy per bit curves for Markov fluid sources. We change the
fixed the rate parameter a (introduced in (92)) and compare
the curves. As expected, the optimal selection of a = 1
returns the smallest value for the minimum energy per bit.
However, as SNR increases, higher performance is achieved
when operating with a = 0.8, indicating that a = 1 is optimal
only at sufficiently small values of SNR.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have analyzed the throughput and energy
efficiency of secure broadcast transmissions of two confidential
messages and multicast transmission of a common message
to two users under statistical delay/buffer QoS constraints.
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Considering Markovian data arrivals to the buffers, we have
identified the maximum average arrival rates (or equivalently
the throughput) and have determined the minimum energy per
secret bit for confidential message transmission and minimum
energy per bit for common message transmission. We have
also obtained a linear approximation of the maximum average
arrival rates in terms of Eb
N0
by identifying the wideband slope.
The key observations and results are the following. Secure
throughput is shown to decrease as the source becomes more
bursty or the channel correlation increases. Throughput also
diminishes when more stringent QoS requirements (indicated
by higher values of the QoS exponent θ) are imposed. In terms
of energy efficiency, correlation works in favor of common
message transmission while it works against the confidential
message transmission. We have seen that in general, security
requirements, source burstiness, and QoS constraints increase
energy requirements. This is due to the facts that security
considerations increase minimum energy per bit, and QoS
constraints and source burstiness, while not having an impact
on the minimum energy per bit in the cases of discrete Markov
and Markov fluid sources, reduce the wideband slope. We
have also noted that the more bursty MMPP sources require
minimum energy per bit values that depends on the QoS
exponent θ and increases with increasing θ. Hence, in this
case, energy requirements grow significantly as buffer/delay
constraints become stricter.
Finally, assuming no instantaneous channel knowledge at
the transmitter and fixed-rate transmissions, we have identified
the throughput and energy efficiency expressions for both
discrete discrete Markov and Markov fluid sources. Via these
characterizations, we have identified the additional energy
costs due to not knowing the channel.
APPENDIX
A. Proof of Proposition 1
First, we define minimum energy per bit for the confidential
messages as
Eb
N0 min,i
=
δi Pr(Γi)
r˙∗avgi(0)
(71)
where i = 1, 2. Similarly for the common message, the
minimum energy per bit becomes
Eb
N0 min,0
=
(1− δ1) Pr(Γ1) + (1− δ2) Pr(Γ2)
r˙∗avg0(0)
. (72)
As the arrival rate is constant, we can use effective capacity as
the throughput formula. Therefore, we can exchange r˙∗avg(0)
with C˙E(0) in the minimum energy per bit equation. For
the proofs, we primarily focus on the g(SNR) function that
is defined in (28).
Now, the first derivative of CE(SNR) with respect to SNR
is easily seen to be given by
C˙Ei(SNR) = − 1
θi
g˙i(SNR)
gi(SNR)
(73)
where g˙i(SNR) denote the first derivative of the function
gi(SNR) with respect to SNR. It can be readily seen that
gi(0) = 1. If we use fi(SNR) as the instantaneous service
rate in nats (i.e. Ri(SNR) = fi(SNR) loge 2), then we have the
relation
g˙i(0) = −
θi
loge 2
E
{
f˙i(0)
}
(74)
where the first derivative expressions f˙i(0) for i = 0, 1, 2 are
given by
f˙1(0) = δ1 (z1 − z2)1{z1≥z2} ,
f˙2(0) = δ2 (z2 − z1)1{z1<z2} ,
f˙0(0) = (1− δ1)z21{z1≥z2}+ (1− δ2)z11{z1<z2} .
(75)
By inserting f˙i(0) formulations above to (74), and then g˙i(0)
to (73) consecutively, we obtain the minimum energy per bit
expressions for confidential and common messages in (37) -
(39) using (71) and (72).
B. Proof of Proposition 2
First, we prove the result for the discrete Markov source.
We need to obtain the first derivative of r∗avg,i(SNR). Let us
rewrite the maximum average arrival rate in (30) as
r∗avg,i(SNR, θi) =
PON
θi
[
loge(1− p11gi(SNR))− loge(gi(SNR))
− loge
(
(1− p11 − p22)gi(SNR) + p22
)]
(76)
where gi(SNR) is defined in (28). Taking the first derivative
with respect to SNR, we obtain
r˙∗avg,i(SNR, θi) =
PON
θi
[
−p11g˙i(SNR)
1− p11gi(SNR)
− g˙i(SNR)
gi(SNR)
− (1− p11 − p22)g˙i(SNR)
(1− p11 − p22)gi(SNR) + p22
]
.
(77)
When we let SNR → 0, the first derivative expression becomes
r˙∗avg,i(0) =
g˙i(0)
θi
PON
[
− p11
1− p11 − 1−
1− p11 − p22
1− p11
]
(78)
= − g˙i(0)
θ
=
f˙i(0)
loge 2
(79)
where PON =
1−p11
2−p11−p22
. Note that g(0) = 1. Plugging the
result in (75) and (79) into (71) and (72), we immediately
obtain (37) - (39).
Now, we show the proof for the Markov fluid source. We
evaluate the derivative of r∗avg,i(SNR) in (32) with respect to
SNR and obtain (80) given at the top of the next page. When
we let SNR → 0, the first derivative expression simplifies to
r˙∗avg,i(0) = −
PON
θi
α+ β
α
g˙i(0) =
f˙i(0)
loge 2
(81)
where PON =
α
α+β . Note that g(0) = 1. Plugging the result in
(75) and (81) into (71) and (72), we immediately obtain (37)
- (39).
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r˙∗avg,i(SNR, θi) = −
PON
θi
{
loge gi(SNR)
d
dSNR
[
α+ β − loge gi(SNR)
α− loge gi(SNR)
]
+
α+ β − loge gi(SNR)
α− loge gi(SNR)
g˙i(SNR)
gi(SNR)
}
(80)
C. Proof of Proposition 3
The proof is straightforward as we note that the maximum
average arrival rate r∗avg,i(SNR) of discrete-time MMPP source
in (33) is the scaled version of that of the discrete Markov
source in (30). The scaling factor is θi
eθ
i
−1
. The same assertion
can be made for the relationship between the maximum aver-
age arrival rates of continuous-timeMMPP in (34) and Markov
fluid source in (32). Therefore, the minimum energy per
bit expressions for discrete-time and continuous-time MMPP
sources can be obtained by scaling the formulations in (37)-
(39) with
eθ
i
−1
θi
.
D. Proof of Proposition 4
Let us recall that the wideband slope is given by
S0 = −
2
(
r˙∗avg(0)
)2
r¨∗avg(0)
loge 2. (82)
When the arrival rate is constant, we can exchange r∗avg,i(SNR)
with CEi(SNR). For the wideband slope, in addition to the
first derivative of the throughput, we also need to obtain the
second derivative of the throughput. Second derivatives of the
effective capacity at SNR = 0 can be computed as
C¨Ei(SNR) = − 1
θi
[
g¨i(SNR)
gi(SNR)
−
(
g˙i(SNR)
gi(SNR)
)2]
. (83)
To simplify this equation, we derive the second derivative of
gi(SNR) at SNR = 0 as
g¨i(0) = −
θi
loge 2
E
{
f¨i(0)
}
+
(
θi
loge 2
E
{
f¨i(0)
})2
, (84)
where the second derivative expressions f¨i(0) for i = 0, 1, 2
are given by
f¨1(0) = −δ21
[
z21 − z22
]
1{z1≥z2} ,
f¨2(0) = −δ22
[
z22 − z21
]
1{z1<z2} ,
f¨0(0) = −(1− δ21)z221{z1≥z2} − (1 − δ22)z211{z1<z2} .
(85)
We insert f˙i(0) in (75) and f¨i(0) in (85) onto g˙i(0) in (74)
and g¨i(0) in (84) in order to obtain first and second derivative
expressions of the effective capacity. By incorporating the (73)
and (83) on (82) we obtain wideband slope expression in (61).
E. Proof of Proposition 5
In order to find the wideband slope, we need to determine
the second derivative of the maximum average arrival rate with
respect to SNR. As SNR → 0 the second derivative expression
is given by
r¨∗avg,i(0, θi) =
g¨i(0)
θi
PON
[
− p11
1− p11 − 1−
(1 − p11 − p22)
1− p11
]
+
[g˙i(0)]
2
θi
PON
[
− p
2
11
(1− p11)2 + 1+
(1 − p11 − p22)2
(1− p11)2
]
=− g¨i(0)
θi
+ (1− η) [g˙i(0)]
2
θi
(86)
where η is defined in (51). The fact that gi(0) = 1 is taken
into account in (86). Finally, inserting (79) and (86) into (82),
the wideband slope expression in (50) is readily obtained.
F. Proof of Proposition 6
In order to find the wideband slope, we need to determine
the second derivative of the maximum average arrival rate
with respect to SNR. When SNR → 0, the second derivative
expression is given by
r¨∗avg,i(0, θi) =−
PON
θi
{
2β
α2
g˙i(0) +
α+ β
α
(g¨i(0)− g˙i(0))
}
=− g¨i(0)
θi
+ (1 − ζ) [g˙i(0)]
2
θi
(87)
where ζ is defined in (56) and we again use the fact that
gi(0) = 1. Finally, inserting (81) and (87) into (82), we obtain
the wideband slope expression in (55).
G. Proof of Proposition 9
First, we define
g(SNR) = 1− P{Γ1}
(
1− e−θλ) . (88)
The maximum average arrival rate of the ON-OFF discrete
Markov source can be rewritten as
r∗avg(SNR) =
PON
θ
[
loge
(
1− p11g(SNR)
(1−p11−p22)g2(SNR) + p22g(SNR)
)]
.
(89)
In order to find the minimum energy per bit and wideband
slope, we need to determine the first and second derivatives of
the maximum average arrival rate with respect to SNR. Initially,
we take the first derivative of maximum average arrival rate
and let SNR → 0 as follows:
r˙∗avg(0) =
g˙(0)
θ
PON
[
− p11
1− p11 − 1−
1− p11 − p22
1− p11
]
(90)
= − g˙(0)
θ
. (91)
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For this, we also need to characterize the first derivative of
g(SNR). We start with the Taylor series expansion of the fixed
rate λ in the low-SNR regime:
λ =
a
loge 2
SNR+
b
loge 2
SNR
2 + o(SNR2). (92)
Now, the first derivative of g(SNR) is given by
g˙(SNR) = − ∂
∂SNR
P{Γ1}
(
1− e−θλ)+ P{Γ1}∂e−θλ
∂SNR
. (93)
As SNR → 0, we have λ→ 0. Therefore at SNR = 0, we have
g˙(0) = lim
SNR→0
P{Γ1}(−θ)e−θλ ∂λ
∂SNR
. (94)
To proceed we need to obtain the probability expression
P{Γ1}. For independent and exponentially distributed z1 and
z2 with unit mean, we can obtain
P{Γ1} =
∫
∞
0
e−z2
∫
∞
2λz2+
2λ−1
SNR
e−z1dz1dz2 (95)
= e−
2λ−1
SNR
∫
∞
0
e−(2
λ+1)z2dz2 (96)
= e−
2λ−1
SNR
1
2λ + 1
. (97)
Now, we can simplify the expression in (94) as
g˙(0) = −e
−a
2
θ
a
loge 2
, (98)
and inserting this expression into (21), we obtain the minimum
energy per bit as
Eb
N0 min
= − θ
g˙(0)
=
2 loge 2
ae−a
. (99)
Finally, we want to determine the smallest possible minimum
energy per bit expression. It can be easily seen that the smallest
value for the minimum energy per bit is obtained when a = 1,
leading to the minimum energy per bit expression in (66).
In order to find the wideband slope, we first determine the
second derivative of the maximum average arrival rate with
respect to SNR and then evaluate it at SNR = 0. The resulting
equation is given above in (100). Note that, η is defined in
(51). The first derivative of g(SNR) at SNR = 0 is given by
(94), and the second derivative is
g¨(0) = lim
SNR→0
2
∂P{Γ1}
∂SNR
∂e−θλ
∂SNR
+ P{Γ1}∂e
−θλ
∂SNR2
(101)
=2
(
−1
4
e−a(a2 + a+ 2b)(−θ) a
loge 2
)
+
e−a
2
(
−θ 2b
loge 2
+ θ2
a2
(loge 2)
2
)
(102)
=
e−a
2
[
θ
a3 + a2
loge 2
+ θ2
a2
(loge 2)
2
+ θ
2b
loge 2
(a− 1)
]
.
(103)
The wideband slope expression can be determined inserting
the first and second derivative expressions in (91) and (100)
into (22):
S0 =
2 (g˙(0))
2
θ2
g¨(0)
θ
+ η−1
θ
(g˙(0))
2
loge 2 (104)
=
1
θ(η−1)
2 log
e
2 +
θ
log
e
2e−a +
a+1
e−a
+ 2b(a−1)
a2e−a
. (105)
Since the wideband slope is defined as the slope at the
minimum energy per bit, we set a = 1. Note that with this
choice, parameter b vanishes as 2b(a−1)→ 0 in (105). Thus,
we obtain the formulation in (67).
H. Proof of Proposition 10
The maximum average arrival rate of Markov fluid source
can be rewritten as
r∗avg(SNR) = −
PON
θ
[
1 +
β
α− loge(g(SNR))
]
loge(g(SNR)).
(106)
By taking the first derivative of the expression in (106) and
letting SNR → 0, we obtain the following:
r˙∗avg(0) = −
PON
θ
[
1 +
β
α
]
g˙(0) = − g˙(0)
θ
. (107)
By combining (107) with (98) as a→ 1, and inserting into
(21), we obtain the minimum energy per bit given in (69).
Next, we take the second derivative of the maximum average
arrival rate with respect to SNR and then evaluate it at SNR = 0
as
r¨∗avg(0) =−
PON
θ
[(
2β
α2
− 1− β
α
)
(g˙(0))
2
+
(
1 +
β
α
)
g¨(0)
]
(108)
=− g¨(0)
θ
+ (1 − ζ) [g˙(0)]
2
θ
. (109)
Note that, ζ is defined in (56). We derive the wideband slope
expression by using (107), (109) and (22). Again, since the
wideband slope is defined at the minimum energy per bit, we
set a = 1 and obtain the formulation in (70).
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